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And More..
IRWO cheated Sonipat Kundli project Members
over 76 Corers of Rs: Sandhu
There is no
provision for
fire safety,
Then how to
Stay at an
unsafe place:
Sanjay
Sharma
(IRWO cheated officials
and got the completion certificate of the project)
NO profit no loss based
organization IRWO cheated
over 76 corers of Rs Sonepat
Kundli Residential project from
retired and serving railway
employees. Shri RS Sandhu,
Chairman, Rail Vihar Sonepat
Members Welfare Association,
is a pain. He said that the location was never told correctly
in the Sonepat Kundli project
byIRWO. IRWO is always trying to mislead by suggesting
it according to the landmark.
IRWO showed the dream of
making the Sonepat Kundli
project on the Delhi border. The
land was purchased from a private builder in Raipur Village
Sector 10, Sonepat, 18 km from

Kundli, Where there is no road
to come.
Sandhu says IRWO purchased a separate plot for the
same project, so that cost
increased and members suffered. Sandhu sent us a
detailed chart in which he
defined how IRWO cheated the
retired and serving railway
employees. He said that in 76
units of type four IRWO
increase of thirteen lakh fiftysix thousand thus Ten corers
twenty-one lakh more were
recovered by IRWO.
IRWO Made 186 units of
type three, one lakh twentynine thousand rupees more
were charged on each unit;
thus, a total of Nineteen corers thirty two lakh more were
collected.
IRWO Made 247 units of
type two, six lakh ninety-one
thousand more were charged
on each unit, which is Nineteen
corers thirty-two lakh more
were collected.
In this way, the IRWO illegally collected rupees fortyseven crores from the retired
and working railway employees, which is a big fraud in itself.
Sandhu says that IRWO
collected money for parking.
That amount is also unjustified.

Money from retired and working railway employees was
recovered from 76 flats holders of type one lakh each, that's
76 lakhs. At the same time,
three crore forty-eight lakh
rupees more were collected
from the 186 fleet holders of
type three according to one lakh
eighty thousand. In this way,
four crores eleven lakh IRWO
recovered more than the retired
and serving railway employees.
Cost of power backup was
included previously, but IRWO
charged separately by each flat
holder, from 76 units of type
four flat, a total of seven lakh
rupees were more set at the
rate of Rs. Eighty thousand per
Flat.
From 186 units of flat type

three, about one crore and fifty
lakhs were recovered per Flat
seventy thousand rupees extra
charged by IRWO.
About one crore seventythree lakh rupees were extra
collected from the units of type
two of 247 flat, in the name of
power back up. More than four
crores more received by retired
and serving railway employees
by IRWO.
The total cost of Scam has
been made by IRWO Fortyseven crores, including parking of four crores, and Ten lakhs
of power back up has been
done to about four crores. Ten
corers twenty-one lakh more
were recovered by IRWO from
type two flats. Nineteen corers, thirty-two lakh more were

collected from type Three.
Nineteen corers thirty-two lakh
more were collected from type
four flats holders.
Now it comes around 76
crores RsScam made by
IRWO. Currently, nobody is
investigating the fact.
IRWO made scam does not
end here. Sandhu said that
IRWO has financially broken
the backbone of the retired and
serving railway employees who
had booked flats under this project. IRWO first announced to
make 76 Flats of type 4, then
A and B towers made 54 units
each, making a total of 108
Flate of type 4.
After that, instead of reducing the cost, 32 units were
caused more by selling them
for 60 lakhs each IRWO earn
20 crores. In their bag and but
their load was born by 76 flats
holders.
Sandhu said that in the
Sonepat Kundali project,
around eleven percent penalty was imposed from the retired
and serving employees. While
on the other hand, the reason
for the delay was caused by
the IRWO. And the fraudulent
construction material and land
purchased Dhotale .no one is
yet to answer.

Sanjay Sharma said that
Sonepat Kundli's plan of IRWO
is not suitable for living purposes. On the other hand,
there is no provision of fire safety in it. If there is a fire in the
building, then there is no security arrangement there.
According to the building bylaws in 2008, without security
arrangements in high-rise
buildings, no NOC and completion certificate will be issued
by the government and local
authority,.then how IRWO got
CBI should also investigate this
certificate.Sharma says that
every person wants to live in
a safe place, so the retired and
serving railway employees
keep the intention of residing
near Delhi given the Kundali
scheme. They invested their
lifetime earnings in the project
of IRWO, but Neither got a safe
building nor a suitable living
place. IRWO Dhotale has
increased the cast of Flat
beyond the limits, and there is
no one to listen to. Now the
Railway Minister himself should
pay attention to this and get
the investigation of Sonipat
Kundali Scam CBI inquiry is
must require in Sonipat Kundli
project of IRWO.
- Dr.Munesh Arora

Always discounts are given on
Khadi and Village Industries
during Exhibition: Pandya
Udaipur: Under the joint aegis of Rajasthan Khadi and
Village Industries Board, Jaipur and District Industries and
Commerce Center Udaipur, the 17-day divisional level Khadi
Village Industries Exhibition 2021 organized at Townhall concluded.
The chief guest of the
closing ceremony was
Laxmi Narayan Pandya,
president of Rajasthan
Adivasi Sevak Sangh.
Addressing the function,
Pandya said that the
exemption is given by the
State and Central Government on Khadi and Village Industries
products during the exhibition should be done forever so that
the common man gets the benefit of that exemption at all
times. Efforts are being made to increase the quality of Khadi
and the trend of the general public towards Khadi.V.C. Garg
said that Khadi and Village Industries units are chemical-free.
Such units should be further encouraged. The government
departments should get the products used in their work from
Khadi institutions only; the tribal department has already taken
the initiative.
Prakash Chandra Goursaid that 101 stalls were installed
in the exhibition this time. It is a sign of its success. Pankaj
Upadhyay also addressed the function. Both the Khadi institutions and the general public benefit from organizing such
an exhibition.

Trainee interacted with
Lakshyaraj Singh Mewar

The shooting of the short movie 'Cycle' begins

Udaipur: Crime Patrol fame Gulshan
Pandey, who is playing the lead role in the short
movie 'Cycle' being produced by

DIGGAZProductions and RAW-Films,
reached Udaipur.
Interacting with the media in
Udaipur, Gulshan Pandey said that
working in this film which depicts the
beauty of the relationship of a middleclass family, will be a very new experience for him. Earlier, he has been
seen as a harrowing image of the police
in the Crime Patrol. He wished his fellow actors all the best and said that
this film would touch the heart of every
single person in every household. Mukul Jain,
Priya Mishra in a movie with Gulshan Pandey
Ramesh Nagda, Child artist - Hiren Jotwani,

CME organized by Geetanjali
Medical College and Hospital,
Udaipur in Bhilwara
Udaipur: CME was organized at Bhilwara by Geetanjali
Medical College and Hospital, Udaipur. Under which the role
of Chemotherapy in Squamous Cell Carcinoma of Head and
Neck (SCCHN) by Cancer Specialist Dr. Ankit Agrawal and latest surgery management in Ovarian Cancer by Cancer Surgeon
Dr. Ashish Jakhetia was discussed in addition of that Stomach
therapy is also available in Geetanjali Hospital- Detailed discussion was also held on CT Scan IQ Generation-2, 3 Ring.
In the program, the eminent doctors of the Bhilwara city participated enthusiastically, following all the necessary rules of
Corona.

Successful treatment of complicated nerve injury in PIMS
Udaipur: Physicians at Pacific Institute of Medical Sciences
(PIMS) Hospital, Umrda, have successfully treated patients
with complex nerve injuries.
Chairman Ashish Agarwal said that Nahar Singh, a resident of Mandsaur, was recently admitted to PIMS Hospital due
to an accident. In the accident, the left shoulder, elbow, and
hand had stopped moving due to injury to the nerves going
from the neck to the patient's hand. On this, the hand and
microsurgeon of PIMS Hospital, Dr. Yogesh Sharma, Dr.
Bhanupratap, and anesthetist Dr. Naresh Tyagi connected the
nerves with the brachial nerve transfer technique plexus
surgery
of the patient. The operation lasted for 6 hours. The Head
of the Department of Orthopedics, Dr. BL Kumar, said that this
is a scarce type of surgery done in PIMS Hospital, Umra. If this
surgery is done in time, then the patient can avoid disability
for life.

Strictly it is necessary to follow the corona GuidelineDistrict Collector
Udaipur: Given the increasing cases of Corona in the district day by day, District Collector Chetan Deora interacted with
all the sub-divisional officers, BCMO, BDO, CDPO, and blocklevel officers through video conferencing on Friday. During this,
he also sought suggestions from all the departmental officers.
Zila Parishad CEO Mayank Manish, Additional District
Collector Administration OP Bunkar, Additional Superintendent
of Police Ananth Kumar, Chief Medical and Health Officer Dr.
Dinesh Kharadi, Dr. Akshay Vyas from WHO, and other officials were present from the District DOIT Center.
Increase the sampling speed -Collector Deora instructed
all BCMOs to increase sampling. He said that along with the
selection of all ILI patients coming to the hospital, the random
sample should be increased in the market and other crowded
places so that the reality of the infection can be known and
practical steps can be taken to prevent infection in time.
Complete the target of vaccination by January 31
The enthusiasm towards vaccination which has been seen
in the district in the last 15 days, is commendable, and we have
succeeded in administering the first dose of vaccine to more
than 90 percent of people. The Collector said that there is a

Kavya Harkawat will show their acting.
Abhishek Joshi, director of DIGGAZ
Productions, who produced the film, said that
the film's name is Cycle, which depicts a small
to middle-class family's feelings, understanding, and compulsions. Joshi said that it would
take about two months to make the film, while
its shooting will be completed in the next two
days in Udaipur itself and other actors, including Gulshan Pandey.
The film director Gaurav Prabhakar said
that there would be no technical compromise
in filming the movie. In the future, even if it gets
a chance to play it on the big screen, the quality of this movie will still be capable. Prabhakar

clear guideline from the State Government that by January 31,
100% vaccination of the people should be completed. He directed all the administrative and medical officers of the block level
to prepare an action plan and send groups to village Dhani to
vaccinate all the beneficiaries who were deprived of the first
and second doses before January 31.
The Collector expressed happiness over the progress of
vaccination of children in the age group of 15 to 18 years being
done in schools. He said that keeping the pace at which vaccination has been done so far in schools, an action plan should
be implemented to vaccinate all children of this age group in
the next 5 to 7 days.
Health facilities being strengthened in rural areas
Collector Deora said that to strengthen the medical needs
felt during the second wave, 13 high focused facilities are being
developed in the district with all life saving modern equipment,
including oxygen plants, DG sets, oxygen concentrators. . He
directed all the BCMOs to keep the plants and equipment available at all the facilities in working condition. If there is a need
for any other equipment, medicines, or consumables, inform
the CMHO about it in time. The Collector said that instead of
referring patients to the headquarters in case of any critical situation, treatment should be done on priority at these facilities.
Due to the medicine at the local level, the commoner does not
have to wander here there.
Spread awareness along with strictness to prevent infection
To control the infection at the primary level itself, the Collector
directed all the committees constituted from the district level
to the panchayat level to make them functional again. He said
that the guidelines issued by the government should be strictly followed in all public places, including markets, mandis so
that the situation does not worsen. Section 144 has been implemented in the district, ensuring compliance everywhere. All the
sub-divisional officers and police officers should conduct route
marches in big towns and markets so that the positive message of following the Covid protocol reaches the public. He
said that the commitment with which everyone worked during
the first and second waves of Covid is commendable. Even
during this third wave, we have to be prepared for the toughest of situations, and we all will overcome this challenge easily.

Successful treatment of a
patient suffering from a rare
disease called hemorrhagic
polyps
Udaipur: A 54-year-old woman who is suffering from the
problem of being unable to speak got rid of this pain by doing
a successful operation. In this successful operation of
Hemorrhagic polyps,
This 54-year-old woman, a resident of the Neemuch district, could not speak for the last two years. When the relatives
showed the local doctors, they gave medicines citing common
cold and cough but no avail. The relatives brought the patient
to Pacific Hospital, where they showed ear, nose, and throat
specialist, Dr. Shiv Kaushik. On examination of the patient, a
lump of blood was found in the vocal cord of the patient's left
side, which is called 'hemorrhagic polyp,' which was treated
only by operation.
Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist Dr. Shiv Kaushik said that
both the kidneys of the patient were not working properly as

also said that the movie would also be sent for
awards at the International Film Festival, and
it will be released on the leading platform as
well. Its grand launch will be done after the
production of the movie.Shahnawaz Khan of
X-Factor fame Udaipur, who is giving music in
the film, said that the kind of emotions would
be depicted in the film's characters and the
story of the film, in the same way, the audience will feel the same in the music as the
music of the film. Just like story and acting, it
should be settled in the people's hearts. Senior
theater artist Mushtaq Sameer, film's DOP
Rishabh, and other team members were present during the press conference.

well as the blood pressure of the patient was also 220, but the
high-level doctors of the Department of Anesthesia and worldclass technical facilities available in Pacific Hospital Bedla Due
to this type of operation are possible. Dr. Kaushik clarified that
this type of disease is found in one person out of one lakh.
The relatives of the patient told us that it is nothing less
than a miracle that we can see our sister speaking again. The
family thanked PMCH Chairman Rahul Agarwal, doctors, management, nursing personnel, and staff.

Ten days after the food pipe
burst, repaired, got a new life

Udaipur: Due to the tireless efforts of. Dr. Pankaj Gupta,
Dr. Dhaval Vyas, Dr. Manish Dodmani, G.I. . Surgeon Dr. Kamal
Kishore Vishnoi, Chest Pathologist Dr. Gaurav Chhabra,
Technician Sanjay Somara and team, a new life to the 35year-old patient.
Dr. Pankaj said that when the patient came to Geetanjali
Hospital, he was in a very serious condition, there was little
hope of survival. The patient was immediately sent to a 256
slice CT scan machine; it was found that the patient's esophagus had ruptured, due to which whatever he was eating was
going directly to the lungs, around the heart. In such a situation, even the operation was not possible
In such a situation, it was decided to put the stunt. A 10
cm stent was inserted above and below where the patient's
food pipe was torn, the stent was fixed with a thread by the
nose. The patient was kept in the hospital for a few days so
that the stent could be installed properly and the infection and
pus around the heart and lungs could be taken out through a
tube inserted in the chest. Patient's feeding jejunostomy was
created by a team of surgeons to open a separate passage
into the small intestine. For about two months, the patient was
given food in this way. When the patient came to the hospital
after one month, he was examined and his stent and feeding
jejunostomy was removed. The patient is now healthy, carrying out his normal routine.
Dr. Pankaj said that the patient had vomited blood along
with chest pain, which he did not care for, due to which the
patient's food pipe was completely torn. If anyone has such a
problem, or if there is vomiting with a lot of force, then it should
not be taken lightly and should immediately contact the doctor.Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital has been providing all world class services under one roof for the last 15 years
and has been setting records in the medical field, the doctors
and staff working in Geetanjali Hospital are always ready to
treat every patient coming to Geetanjali Hospital.

Udaipur: It is a happy occasion that the trainee officers of
Rajasthan Administrative Service are about to start the journey of service, and in such a situation, you can get a high position in the field of service by getting training from this stream.
This view was expressed by Lakshyaraj Singh Mewar, a member of the former royal family of Mewar while addressing the
trainee officers of the Rajasthan Administrative Service at the
City Palace on Friday. Mewar is the land of pride and courage
along with bravery; sacrifice-service is also synonymous with
Veer Bhoomi Mewar. Mewar said that the best formula to accomplish any work is GGGN, which means Greatest Good for Greatest
Number. Lakshyaraj Singh Mewar, during his interaction with
RAS trainee officers who arrived for training at Harish Chandra
Mathur Public Training Institute, Udaipur, also answered their
questions with impunity.
RAS: What is the ideal time to serve?
Mewar: Time comes, time goes, take care of time, the time
comes in time. Mewar never compromised with service and
self-respect. In the present time, whenever there is a chance,
it is ideal for keeping giving relief with determination while not
compromising with the service.
RAS: What is the best formula for success?
Mewar: It is the best formula to get any work done. GGG
means Greatest Good for Greatest Number. Use this formula
to try any task. Whatever job you do should be for the best
good, and that work should be beneficial for the best number.
RAS: What contribution should any individual make to society?
Mewar: We will have to see what is better to do. Let us help
the needy with our mind, word, and deed. Let us feel the needs
of the deprived and backward areas around us and make dedicated efforts for their betterment, in which our participation is
also necessary.
RAS: What is the place of motivation in success?
Mewar: The journey of a thousand miles begins with the
first step. Our first step is crucial. The biggest thing we have
to give to people is an inspiration. Let us work diligently by
helping every needy of society and inspiring them for success.
RAS: Mewar has never faced pressure. How can officers
going into the administrative service handle the pressure?
Mewar: What is right is right. Never worry about what is
right. Understand the end goal with your discretion and reach
the goal and give relief to the people, then you will not come
under pressure. This is my belief.
RAS: What is necessary for the all-around development of
an individual?
Mewar: Sports are essential for the all-around development
of a person. Along with education, everyone is also involved
in sports. If we have to make our balanced development, we
must find time for one sport. In this age of social media, we
waste a lot of time. The trainee officer was overwhelmed to
see the City Palace:
Earlier, the trainee officers visited the City Palace. These
officers were divided into three groups and were given an overview
of the museum and other divisions of the palace. The palace
guides took the officials to each room and provided detailed
information about the displayed content and historical facts.
The officials were overwhelmed to see the material displayed
on the rich history, culture, and traditions of Mewar.
During this, additional director of the institute, Jyoti Kakwani,
deputy director of public relations Dr. Kamlesh Sharma, faculty members of the institute, Ira Bhatnagar, Monika Garg, Ragini
Damor, Bhupendra Singh Auwa of Mewar Charitable Foundation,
Mayank Gupta, Utesh Dungarwal, and other departmental personnel were present. In the end, Lakshya Raj Singh Mewar
was presented with a book and pen titled 'Satya Par Mere
Prayog' based on the life of Mahatma Gandhi.

Kherwara got a well-equipped
ambulance
Udaipur: On the recommendation of Kherwara MLA, Dr.
Dayaram Parmar, Government Community Health Center,
Kherwada has got an Advance Life Sport Ambulance. Dr. Parmar
flagged off this ambulance on Thursday in the camp organized
in Sakalal under the campaign with the villages of the administration.Block Chief Medical Officer Dr. Arun Meena said that
life support system, oxygen cylinder, ECG, cardiac monitor,
BP operator, automatic pulse machine, portable freeze.

